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The Next 15 Minutes
• The Recent Boom in Social Science Studies of
Infrastructure
• Some Empirical Examples of Infrastructure Studies
from Our Team
• Where Can RATIC and (Qualitative) Social Science
Studies of Infrastructure Meet?
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Infrastructure as a Social Science Topic
“Infrastructures mediate human interaction and shape
social organization.” (Niewöhner 2015: 119)
“… composed of practices of visiting, drinking tea, and
greeting, investments into sociality that can pay off by
creating a web of connections that can be relied on for
all sorts of social, economic, and political work.” (Larkin
2013: 338-39)
“Discussing ‘infrastructure’ as a noun […] suppresses the
variety of material and non-material components of
which it consists, the efforts required for their
integration, and the ongoing work required to maintain
it” (Bossen and Markussen 2010)

The CoRe Project
Configurations of “Remoteness”: Entanglements of
Humans and Transportation Infrastructure in the BaikalAmur Mainline (BAM) Region (FWF, 2015-2020)

Component A - Living along the BAM:
Social Dynamics and Identity Politics

Component X – The View from
Above: Patterns of Sociality
and Mobility

Component B – Mobilities off the BAM
under Conditions of Oil Extraction
Component C – New Railroad Infrastructure:
Waiting for the Trains

Main research question: Given the techno-social entanglements of
people and infrastructure, how do changes in remote transportation
systems affect human sociality and mobility?

BAM and Soviet Modernization
• Soviet “hypermodernism”
(Scott 1999)
• “Modernization myth”
(Ferguson 2009)
• Promise of infrastructure
(Harvey and Knox 2012)
• Infrastructural violence
toward indigenous
peoples (Rogers and
O’Neil 2012

Indigenous Communities
• Evenki and other
Tungusic minorities
• 1-4% of population
• Indigenous villages
• >10% - nomadic
• Public sector, reindeer
herding, hunting
• Fragmented

Social Change
• Population inflow
• Assimilation and
social gap
• Environmental
impact
• Transformation of
subsistence and
mobility

Mobility Survey
• Executed between 2016 and 2018 using tablets
• 475 valid responses
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Mobility Survey Results
• Overall, Russians are more satisfied with their
mobility levels than Evenki
• Women of all ethnicities want to travel more than
men
• Most respondents are not satisfied with their access
to transportation infrastructure
• Most respondents want a more developed
transportation infrastructure
• Trains are mostly used for medium- to long-distance
travel, while cars are preferred for short distances

In limbo between state and corporate responsibility Transport infrastructure in the oil village Verkhnemarkovo,
Irkutskaya Oblast in Siberia
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In what ways are the people of Verkhnemarkovo impacted in their everyday lives
and level of mobility by the conditions of transport infrastructure?
- Absence of good/decent roads
- Feeling neglected
- Remembering Soviet care for (transport) infrastructure: longing for ideal situation
What is the relationship between state and private responsibilities?
- There are expectations of corporate support but the regional oil company
is not stepping in for state responsibilities
- Russia´s state paternalism fails in the context of everyday mobilities
and infrastructural demands of people

Right to Remoteness?
We have a village that is accessible
exclusively by train... But they don’t
want to build a bridge, because the
bridge brings cars, Russian hunters
and a supply of vodka and other
dangerous substances. When the
issue of the bridge was discussed
and the money for its construction
was allocated, they decided not to
build it. … good for them! They
have a very special environment
there! [Interview, Tynda, 2013]
Schweitzer, Peter and Olga Povoroznyuk. 2019.
“A right to remoteness? A missing bridge and
articulations of indigeneity along an East
Siberian railroad.” Social Anthropology 27(3).

Some CoRe Conclusions
• The BAM was/is an important social
phenomenon, while it never was able to fulfill
its mobility expectations
• Throughout the region, the modernization
paradigm is internalized by all groups, although
to a different extent
• There are strong expectations that the state
and companies should address local
transportation needs
• Relative disconnection and immobility can be
seen as a potential resource by some groups

How Can We Work Together?
• How do we define infrastructure?
• Can we agree on methodological pluralism?
• Are we are able to adopt compatible
conceptual models?
• Can we agree that environmental change is
only one vector of change relevant for the
lives of humans?
• How can engineers, natural scientists and
social scientists cooperate to address humanenvironmental interactions via infrastructure?

